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Valence excitations in individual single-wall carbon nanotubes
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We report on measurements of the plasmon losses of individual single-wall carbon nanotubes by
electron energy-loss spectroscopy in a high-resolution transmission electron microscope. The
experimental data are compared to simulated excitation probabilities calculated using the
hydrodynamic theory of the interaction between a probe electron and a two-dimensional quasifree
electron gas confined on a cylindrical shell. Depending on the nanotube geometry, the first- or the
second-order oscillation mode dominates the loss spectrum. The resonance energy of the dominant
resonance mode is found to depend on the radius of the nanotube. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1469685#
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Surface plasmons are about to live through a period
revival. Longly regarded as a subject of purely academ
interest—the only practical example being the red stai
church glasses produced by gold clusters—they are now
discovered in a variety of systems such as photonic band
structures,1 near transmission through holes,2 or as a spectro-
scopic tool.3 Here we report a comparison between rec
theoretical developments4 and electron energy loss~EEL!
data of plasmon excitations of a textbook cylindrical sh
system, a single-wall carbon nanotube.

Single-wall carbon nanotubes, synthesized by the
discharge method,5 were prepared for the experiments b
dipping a holey carbon transmission electron microsco
~TEM! grid into a nanotube containing ethanol dispersio
The measurements were performed on a Hitachi HF 2
field emission TEM equipped with a Gatan 666 parallel d
tection EEL spectrometer. Since single-wall carbon na
tubes are sensitive to electron irradiation we have oper
the microscope at 100 keV~standard setting 200 keV!. Ra-
diation damages were further minimized by selecting
area of interest by the spectrometer aperture in the diffrac
coupling mode.3,6 A series of eight spectra was acquired
each nanotube with an acquisition time of 0.5 s per spec
Just before spectrum acquisition, the electron beam was
densed until the zero loss in the EEL spectrum was just
low saturation. This typically resulted in a peak current de
sity of approximately 5 A/cm2 during spectrum acquisition
After correction for the nonlinearity of the detector respon6

and for the size of the electron probe,7 the plasmon excitation
probability was derived from the raw spectrum by divisi
through the number of counts under the zero-loss peak.3,8

Figure 1 shows high-resolution TEM micrographs of tw
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0.61 nm radius single-wall carbon nanotubes. The images~a!
and~c! were taken before and~b! and~d! after the spectrum
acquisition. No significant changes of the structures can
observed after the measurement.

In Fig. 2 the first~a! and the last~b! raw EEL spectrum
of a time series acquired on the single-wall nanotube sho
in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b! are displayed. Only a slight broadenin
of the signal with exposure time can be observed. This de
onstrates that the data acquisition was stopped before ra
tion damage could invalidate the measurements. In Fig.~c!
the zero loss peak recorded on a zone just beside the n
tube is shown. This illustrates that the signal of an individu
nanotube can clearly be resolved. Figure 3 shows the p
mon excitation probability for~a! two nanotubes of 0.61 nm
radius and~b! two tubes of 0.67 nm radius~tubes with radii
of 0.61 and 0.67 nm were observed predominately in

ueFIG. 1. High-resolution TEM micrographs of two single-wall carbon nan
tubes before@~a! and ~c!# and after@~b! and ~d!# the spectrum acquisition.
2 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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samples!. For better visibility a high-frequency filter ha
been applied to the raw data. For each radius, two behav
can be identified. The first~solid lines! shows a maximum a
lower energies than the second, traced in dashed lines. C
paring Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! it can be observed that both ab
sorption features are shifted to lower energies in the lar
nanotube.

FIG. 2. Raw experimental EEL data obtained from the single-wall car
nanotube shown in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!. The spectra labeled~a! and~b! were
the first and the last, respectively, of the series of eight spectra that
acquired on each tube.~c! Zero-loss spectrum obtained beside the carb
nanotube.

FIG. 3. ~a! Measured excitation probabilities of single-wall nanotubes
0.61 nm radius compared to simulations for a 0.6 nm radius tube.~b! Mea-
sured excitation probabilities of single-wall nanotubes of 0.67 nm rad
compared to simulations for a 0.7 nm radius tube. A resonance parametvp

of 27.5 eV, a damping coefficientg of 5 eV, and a cutoff wavevectorqc of
1 nm21 have been taken for the simulations.
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To gain a qualitative understanding of the experimen
data we have combined the hydrodynamic formalism of pl
mon excitations by fast electrons9 with the approach10–12that
consists in modeling a nanotube as a gas of quasifree e
trons confined onto an infinitely long cylindrical shell.4 The
difference between our approach and models of the plasm
of single-wall nanotubes reported earlier~see Ref. 4 and ref-
erences therein! is, that our formalism yields the plasmo
excitation probability for TEM electrons for the exact geom
etry of our experiments. The simulations, therefore, can
rectly be compared to the measurements reported here.
excitation probabilities have been calculated for 100 k
probe electrons. Since no angle limiting apertures were u
for the spectrum acquisition the maximum scattering angl
given by the plasmon cutoff wave vector.9,13 Simulations
have been carried out with cutoff wave vectors of 1 a
10 nm21. The parameters for the two-dimensional electr
gas are the resonance energyvp of the bulk plasmon of
graphite~27.5 eV!, the thickness of the graphitic shell~0.34
nm!, the damping coefficient~5 eV!, and the Fermi velocity
(8.1103105 ms21).14,15 In Fig. 3 the excitation probabilities
calculated for a 0.6 and 0.7 nm radius nanotube are c
pared to the experimental data. The simulations show a se
of local maxima which are due to the different plasmon re
nance modes in cylindrical geometry.4 We observe that for
both radii the maximum of the solid lines coincides with t
first order oscillation mode of the simulations, while th
maximum of the dashed lines coincides with the second
der oscillation mode. The energy shift of each maximu
from the larger to the smaller tube is correctly reproduced
the model. An explanation why in some cases the first an
others the second order oscillation mode is more intense
qualitatively be deduced from the hydrodynamic model.
fact, the model assumes that carbon nanotubes are infin
long.4 For a tube of finite length, the wavelength of th
charge density fluctuations along the tube axis cannot
longer than the tube. In consequence, the wave vectorq must
satisfy the additional condition 1/l<q<qc , where l is the
length of the nanotube. The simulations show that hig
order modes are principally excited by electrons undergo
a large wave vector transfer. If only an upper bound to thq
transfer is considered, the first order oscillation is in m
circumstances the most intense mode. However, if due to
finite length there is a lower limit, the excitation of the fir
order oscillation can be suppressed. There also is some
perimental evidence that the first order mode is enhan
when the spectrum is recorded close to a nanotube tip~solid
lines in Fig. 3!. This means that when modeling a nanotu
of finite length, care needs to be taken to select appropr
boundary conditions. A tube tip will reflect the plasmon o
cillations back to the tube body. On the other hand, the p
mons will be heavily damped on the extremity that term
nates into a bundle.

From Fig. 3 it can be observed that the simulations p
dict stronger resonances than actually measured. The ex
mental data are broader than the simulations since we h
assumed ideal experimental conditions. However, exp
mental imperfections~energy distribution of the inciden
electrons and imperfections of the detection system! cannot
account for the entire difference. An explanation could be
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approximations of the hydrodynamic theory. Howev
single-wall carbon nanotubes are very thin, such that qu
elastic scattering or diffraction effects can be exclude8

Relativistic corrections increase the theoretical excitat
probability16 and the difference between simulated and
perimental curves would become even larger. This stron
suggests that the finite length of the nanotubes probab
also responsible for the difference in intensity betwe
theory and measurement.

The comparison of the experimental data with simula
excitation probabilities has allowed us to interpret differe
experimentally observed plasmon resonance behavior
single-wall carbon nanotubes. Depending on the length
probably also the termination of the nanotube, the first or
second order cylindrical oscillation mode dominates
spectrum. This study shows that it is possible to obse
higher order surface excitation modes by EELS.17 The ex-
perimental data strongly support the theoretical predict
that the plasmon resonance energy depends on the radi
the nanotube. Due to the rather narrow diameter distribu
of the investigated nanotubes~given by the synthesis
method! it was, however, not possible to draw a very detai
picture of this size dependence. Our results can be comp
to the energy loss spectra reported for the energy loss sp
reported for a nanotube bundle18 or for an electron transpar
ent nanotube film.19 In both cases a broad resonance cente
at 21.5 eV is observed. Our measurements show that
broad feature can be attributed to the superposition of
plasmons of many individual tubes. The fine structure
individual tubes is lost since tubes of different diameter
present in the bundle and also because the plasmons of
vidual tubes are coupled.

This work was partially financed by the Swiss Nation
Science Foundation, Grant No. 2100-037660. Their sup
is gratefully acknowledged.
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